WHY ME?
I have no contact hours
Having one contact hour in a good week means I have a lot
time to commit to the role and my timetable is very flexible
I love admin
I love spreadsheets, timetables and organizing things and
consider it to be a pleasant break from my actual work
I’m approachable
I’m not cool enough to be intimidating so anyone could come
to me with issues
I’m good at sending emails
‘Incredible efficiency at replying, good work’- My GCSE biology
teacher

ELIZABETH
DOWN
FOR VICE PRESIDENT
PROFILE
Hi! I’m Lizzy, a first-year historian
running to be Vice President! I want to
carry on the amazing work Ross has
been doing this year, and even expand
on it to make this fantastic college
even better! But I can’t promise I won’t
sound cheesy whilst doing it.
I have a lot of relevant experience for
the role, perhaps most importantly as a
stage manager! If I can deal with
rehearsal notes, actors (no shade), and
directors demanding 100s of orange
balls with a day’s notice (see below for
evidence), I’m sure I can deal with
minutes
and
OGMs!

Every joke about this picture
has been made already but
feel free to try

AIMS AND PRIORITIES
Accountability!
What happens after a JCR motion has been passed? No one
knows! (For legal reasons this is not strictly true and I appreciate
the efforts of previous VPs to make the JCR more transparent) I
want to improve the system for checking up on motions a term
later either to make sure they get done or to congratulate the
relevant JCR members!
The room ballot!
Ross has done a fantastic job making the room ballot a more
efficient and organized process! I want to introduce sessions
explaining how the ballot works to prevent the spread of pesky
rumours (including, but not limited to, that you have to enter as a
group!)
Make the college even more welcoming to freshers!
I want to introduce a practice OGM explaining how they work and
how hustings are carried out, to make them less intimidating for
freshers running for positions at the beginning of Michaelmas! In
addition, I would want to organize activities at matriculation that
are not centered around drinking, to provide options!

A MEME PROVING HOW COMMITTED I
AM TO THE ROLE

